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Abstract: Diabetic retinopathy is a diabetic condition triggered by blood flow shifts in the eye. Exudates are one of 

the most important anomalies for diabetic retinopathy and exudates in retinoscopyCharacterized by varying sizes 

and visibility in yellowish areas. The composition of the regions depends onStage of the condition of the individual. 

Exudates in the center region of the macula can lead to a loss of vision. Its existence is strongly associated with 

other diabetic retinopathies. its existence is significant. Abnormalities. Anomalies. An early screening method may 

avoid this. Computerized automatic process monitoringcould reduce inspection time and improve precision Diabetic 

Retinopathy (DR), Medical Image Processing, Retina, Structure of Human Eye Hemorrhages, Microaneurysms.We 

also suggested in this paper an advanced algorithm for fundus detection. The level of pre-processingthe 

identification of exudates including image resizing, reduction of noise and enhancement in contrast is carried out. 

Methodology is applied. Eventually, retinal photographs are pathological and the forms of exudates are listed the K-

nearest Neighbor (KNN) classifier has been established using the PCA algorithm. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 The ocular symptoms and signs of DR (Diabetic retinopathy) which are the indications of systematic diseases and 

mainly diabetics. The person who is effected with diabetics for a long period of time can have high change for DR, 

which is very dangerous for there eyes if it is identified lately then the person may lost there complete eye sight 

because it is very effective for the blood vessels of the backside path of the eyeball which is very Sensitive and light 

tissue. The DR acts the person who had the highest sugar level in their blood which is directly affected the eye path, 

at initial state there is no sign or symptoms of a cause some way the vision power gradually decreases thus it 

becomes loss of vision and slowly can cause blindness if it can be detected in their early stage there is possibility to 

escape from complete loss of vision in order case it will become more loss. For detecting in early stage there are 

many sources but it can be carefully detected and diagnosed on a initial stage thus we have a method for retrain a 

trained model for the better and accurate detection of DR, it require more clinical knowledge, our model aim is to 

reduce the human resources and train the computer to detect the cause so that the result will be fast and efficient. It 

take the image of an object as a input and give the details about the complete object in that image without any error 

so that it is easy to identify by an image. At first our input image is Down sampled at a certain radius and ten 

preprocessed by the convolution neural network under transfer learning retrained image. There are few researches 

done for this, from that severity order is classified in 3 types (1) symptoms can be studied in (2), and datasets(3-4), 

detection by using deep learning (5).Graham proposed a method for this technique (6) Dieleman (7). 

  When a person is suffering with diabetics which is diabetes mellitus (DM) Can have a chance to get affected by 

Diabetic Retinopathy(DR). Which is affected while the presence of microvascular damage of retina it is not tend to 

the dead of a person but it can reduce the vision power till complete blindness. The cause gradually increased by the 
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increase of time period without an early detection and diagnosis  it become out of hands by loosing vision power. 

DR is very effective by reduce the quality of life while increasing the productivity of health issues. The basic thing 

for this cause of DR can be controlled by detecting it in its early stages, when delay increases the issue damage 

increases (8). For detection of Signs of DR in its early stage there are many researches done through by various 

methods and techniques. Fro that by using its retinal image is one of the method here we use fundus image for 

detection of DR by the limitation range of 95.7-94.2percentage for specificity and sensitivity cases (9-10) from 

researches Gonzales had performed optical disc at the retina by segmentation techniques with the accuracy range of 

92 to 95 percent. The method by using Fuzzy c means morphological and clustering image (12). By using the ANN, 

fundus image had been worked with the accuracy rate of 96 percent (13). The deep neural network by (14). Retinal 

disease has been screened by binary pattern which is local (15). Our main for this paper is to compare the feature 

analysis texture for the DR and AMD and fundus  image  by LBP. The LLBP is studied by (16). Dominant LBP in 

(17). Weber local descriptor is different from descriptor of other state of art (18). Local quantization and LCP (19-

20) it can be seen in various applications by the LLBP (21-22). 

 

  Eyes are one of the essential organs in our body without eyes we cannot able to see anything but we don’t take a 

minimum care towards for that necessary organ. There are several eye diseases which can severely effect them and 

lead to loss of vision power. Eyes are highly effected when the individual has suffering from diabetics for a long 

time it become effected by diabetic retinopathy and then become a high risk for vision there ate many image 

techniques for the detection of that DR, Bio imaging is one of the technique which is advanced and efficient 

technique which has researches on medical science and has many diagnosis methods. The Diabetic retinopathy, DR 

can cause high damage to the eyes which is effected by the person who has high sugars levels in their blood so 

called diabetics in case and damage the blood vessels of the backside light and sensitive tissue if eye and diagnosis 

take more time then the individual had lost there complete vision (23) so detection plays a crucial role there had 

been many techniques and methods have been for the detection of the cause. schematized screening system is one 

which achieves accuracy range of 100percent. DR  has two stages non proliferative and proliferative which are early 

stage and high risk stage which is a stage for severity by severely effected and block the flow of blood to the tissue. 

The statistics of the cause by(24-25) Many researches done for this, Jose Tomas Arenas Cavalli et al., (2015) 

(26)had proposed a technique for the detection of abnormal signs or symptoms (lesions) of DR (2) Sharathkumar P 

N et al.,(2016) (27) proposed the screening system. Similarly many techniques proposed by some other persons, 

Kemal AKYOL et al., (2017) (28)  Proposed a technique for the early detection of DR and its methodology. 

Shirinhajebmohammadalipourelal.,(2012) (29) He did a great job on grading system. U R Acharya et al., (2009) (30)  

He proposed a technique for detection of features by using morphological method.  

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

  The people who are suffering from diabetics long time then they have high risk of Diabetic retinopathy, DR. It is 

very effective for eyes if it is not identified at the early stage the effected person will lostthere vision. Thus detection 

of DR in its early stage is important otherwise it become out of hands, the effected person loss there complete 

vision. There have been many researches are there for this detection of DR from them neural networks convolutional 

been well known for recognition, in this model we have to give its input as image then it will give the total 

information of an object which included in the image. Our main objective in this paper is to retrain a trained model 

which is already trained for better and efficient result.  By using this we can easily identify the severity range of 

effected person by 0.5 scale. Here for neural networks V3 inception network have been used particularly for class 5 

severity cases with an accuracy range of 48.2 it can give best accurate and efficient results 

  At the end we can found the efficient result by retrained the trained model under the neural networks convolution 

model.[2017] 

 

  The main objective of our paper is to study the features capabilities of texture for fundus images differentiation of 

normal, AMD (age-related macular degeneration), screening and the DR (diabetic retinopathy). The local binary 
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pattern original value (LBP) calculation and the value of its magnitude of an fundus image can be included in our 

proposed improved model of LBP. We can compare our method with LLBP that is local line binary pattern. Here  

two databases, STARE and DIARETDB0  can be designed by using the experiments that are AMD-Normal, DR-

Normal, DR-AMD, Multiclass. We select kernel PCA as selection model feature and tested the 3 classifiers that are 

SVM, naïve Bayes and KNN. By the results we know the efficiency of our method.   So we conclude that the results 

obtained as high accuracy when comparing with the LLBP with 100percentage classification of AMD-Normal and 

DR Normal where as DRAMD normal achieves 80 to 84 percent accuracy. So that our method is effective used as 

diagnosis aid for the system of diabetic retinopathy.[2017] 

 

  We humans perception of visualization is very important in our lives, there are various reasons for there cause of 

the retinal disease but diabetics is the main one. The person who effected with diabetics had a high risk of diabetic 

retinopathy. Which can be identified by using an image called retinal fundus because naturally DR has no symptoms 

for identification it is its nature thus is a challenging task. There are various researches have been done for the 

detection of signs or symptoms of DR by using different kind of algorithms and images. Morphological adjustments 

are introduced for the post processing techniques for the extraction of lesions (Red and White), later on micro 

aneurysms, hemorrhages, cotton wood spots  and exudates features are extracted. Based upon the classification 

methods we found the signs of DR and the range of severity level of DR by the usage of retinal image. Our main 

objective in this paper is to study the severity of the cause by using the basic survey. 

 

  Thus we conclude that by the survey reports we get the results based upon we found the high accuracy 100percent 

for detection of the severity range of the corresponding cause DR[2018].  Fundus image grading based on deep 

learning is one of the popular area for research. There are so many researches have been done for the various 

architectures of deep learning by bases of different kind of datasets.  From the researches, we observed that no result 

is same as the another. Thus we need a particular study for the localization and classification of multiple 

architecture. So that we compare the different state of architectures based on the various data sets, then it can be 

tested on by the Messidor2 data set.  

 

Amongst all proof is the basic thing in AI during the medical diagnosis, most of the Researches hide there report  

based on localization abnormalities and quantification so that it is somehow difficult for classification of the 

performance. To overcome this issue we can report the performance classification and compare the score of 

localization so that it is possible to increase parameters number which has as better performance with, the highest 

range of accuracy by yielding of NAS net , average F1 score of 95 percent, recall and average precision. In this 

process by the comparison we found that the interaction of mean is increased by minimum 0.45 which is the out 

performance of VGG19, for the process of localization and the tradeoffs have been identified.  

  So we conclude that by knowing the abnormalities it is easy to reduce the issues and can be able to perform well. 

As our model increases automatically performance increases [2019]. 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

 
Fig 1: Blockdiagram of Proposed System 

The proposed system consisting of following steps 
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3.1. Pre-processing: Color background photographs frequently display large variance in brightness, low contrast 

and noise. To develop these shortcomings and generate images more suitable for extracting the classification pixel 

features. A method is implemented which involves a pre-processing stage. 

Similar stages of preprocessing: 

•Therefore, both pictures are resized to create a standard image. 

• The median filter to eliminate vibration from the initial image is added. 

3.2. Median filter: The images input can include such noises. The pictures are triggered by the unevennessSpeed (I) 

portion distribution. The filters will eliminate such noises. Search There is MedianUsed to erase photo noises. 

Median filters are an easy way to eliminate discrete noise withoutClear lines without blurring. Throughout the area 

of a tiny sliding door, it substitutes a pixel with the sum of all pixels.Median filters are an outstanding alternative for 

reducing salt and pepper noise in specific and horizontal scanningArtefacts. Artefacts. Salt and pepper noise was 

applied to the pressure band in picture pre-processing and filtered by use.3X3 scale medium filter 

(BethanneyJanney, 2014). 

3.3 Edge detection: Rim detection is the name of a group of math methods that are intended to distinguish 

objects.Within a visual image, the dramatically or more formally the brightness of the image varies. The 

videoContains the optical disk tops, blood flow, exudates and the pixel boundaries as well. This can not always be 

the caseDesigned to assess exudates separately. Canny edge sensor is used for edge sensing. The Edge of 

CannyDetector is a multiple stage algorithm detector that uses a broad variety of boundaries to identify objects. 

ToWe just detect exudates and merge the two photos to eliminate all the incorrect detections from previous 

phasesThe feature AND (VijayaKumari and Suriya) is obtained by edge detecting process by 

booleanaction.Columbia, 2010). 

3.4. Detection of blood vessels: The vessels are as follows: if an artery appears to be identified. The vessel- image 

is then tracked to the end point of the vessel. In order to avoid the beginning point and end pointtracing a vessel 

twice. The branches are detected by applying eight- connected component analysis on the branchimage 

(GiriBabuKande, 2009). Blood vessel detection in retinal images is a crucial fundamental step for featureextraction 

and interpretation of such image content (SummertDua, 2005). 

3.5 KNN Classifier: Classifying medical images is one of the main patient treatment concerns. This problem can be 

solved by various approaches. The aim of our approach is to apply the KNN classificationfor grading pic. The 

experimental results show that our model is feasible. KNN accounts for the method of "KNearest First." This is one 

of the simplest algorithms for deep learning. An object is defined byThe object is assigned to the class most every 

among its k "distance" from neighborNeighboring distance-close. When k = 1, the algorithm would actually 

transform closest and the target is nearest algorithm. 

Classified to his nearest neighbor's class. We do have a single "k" set, which determines howthe classification is 

generally determined by several neighbors (where neighboring is described dependent on distance)an odd number if 

the class number exceeds 2. The size of each entity in the space exceeds the main term in this algorithm.described 

by the vectors of the location in a multidimensional functional area.Calculate the difference between the two multi-

dimensional vector points in a multi-dimensional space.A set of vectors and a class label for each variable, will be 

either + or-in the simplest case, (for positive)But KNN, with random class numbers, will work as well. KNN 

advantagesThe classifications are descriptive and simple to track, nearly adequate to the small sample limit (N to) 

and offer offvery simple to incorporate parallel and use contextual knowledge to generate extremely adaptive 

behaviour.And big data requirements and machine heavy recalls are drawbacks for the KNN classifier.To make the 

classification more effective, it is important to pick the correct K.We measured precision, efficiency, and accuracy 

(Sudha. L.R) using KNN’s nearest neighbor class variationsAndSundari'sThirupura, 2014). 

4 Performance Measure: The performance of the proposed system was evaluated using Specificity, Sensitivity and 

accuracy. 

A. Specificities: the precision tests the proportion of negative properly identified as such (e.g. Percentage of 

generally healthy individuals who have been correctly identified as not suffering from the disease, 

Specificity = TN/ (TN+FP) 
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TN – True Negative  

FP—False Positive 

B.Sensitivity: sometimes called sensitivity the true positive number. The proportion of actual positives is 

calculatedare properly identified as such (e.g. the number of exudates who are properly identifiedCase)  

Sensitivity = TP/ (TP+FN) 

C.Accuracy: Precision is the proportion of true positive or negative outcomes in one group. It 

Measure diagnostic test accuracy on a condition. Measurement. 

Accuracy = (TN + TP)/ (TN+TP+FN+FP). 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Test images of different age groups and corresponding parameters are listed below  The picture is affected by the 

disease and is graded using the  KNNIn fact, observed. By using 50 regular and 25 abnormal images, we have 

educated the KNN classifier. Those are the following: 

Pictures are categorized as moderate, mild, average, extreme or proliferative in KNN classification. Originally,By 

taking averages of red, green , and blue channels, we transform the initial RGB picture into gray scale. 

 

 
Figure 2:Test image1@42 years  
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Figure 3:Pre processing of Test image1 

 

 

 

Table 1: Performance measure of Test image 1 

 
Figure 4: Segmented test image of PCA 

 

S.NO Accuracy Sensitivity specificity PCA optimized fitness value 

1 98 96.1538 100 0.13608 
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Figure 5: Performance chart of Proposed and Existing methods 

 

 
Figure 6: KNN identified as Abnormal 

 

 
Figure 7:Test image 2@22 years  
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Figure 8:Pre processing of Test image 2  

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2: Performance measure of Test image 2 

 

 
Figure 9: Segmented test image of PCA 

 

S.NO Accuracy Sensitivity specificity PCA optimized fitness value 

1 97.8701 95.3747 99.0660 0.10608 
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Figure 10: Performance chart of Proposed and Existing methods 

 
 

Figure 11: KNN identified as Normal 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

This proposal presented a wider methodology for the detection of exudates in retinal images combining pixelsFake 

contestants clustering and removal. We observed retinal representations of exudates and irregularitiesUse the KNN. 

We also researched and suggested the identification of exudates based on this studythe algorithm's success was 

achieved primarily through the identification and analysis of the exudates. The type of illness dependent on the 

KNN description was also observed. The discrepancy between the two can also be seenImages of a moderate, mild, 

normal, serious or proliferative stage of the disease. Segmentation of blood arteriesis an important step for early 

retinal disease diagnosis. When a specialist meets a hospital, this becomes helpfulEye base; he can get the retinal 

photographs of other patients using fundus system. The device can reliably spot anomalies. This decreases the 

period for the study and improves efficiency up-to 99%. In future we apply AI techniques to improve the detection 

accuracy.  
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